
Captain’s personal log, stardate 61410.3: 

After a week of shore leave on Risa spent with my wife, Michelle, I’m on my way back to 

the Dauntless and our next mission. 
 

 

 “I’m about one hour away,” Captain Peter J. Koester reported to his first officer over subspace from aboard the 

runabout Merrimack.  “When will we be ready to get underway?” 

 “Ready when you are, Skipper,” Commander K’danz replied.  “The ship is resupplied.  Crew rotation went 

smoothly while you were gone.  We got a few new ensigns fresh out of the Academy as well as a new Strategic Operations 

Officer by the name of Carter Breitling.” 

 Koester frowned as he said, “What do we need a strategic ops officer for?” 

 “Ensign Breitling came highly recommended by Captain MacGregor,” K’danz replied. 

 “Very well,” the captain acknowledged with a sigh.  “Start scheduling CO interviews with all the new arrivals 

beginning tomorrow, afternoon shift.  Start with Breitling.”  A shudder of the runabout interrupted Koester as he adjusted 

the helm controls.  “I’m starting to hit some turbulence.  Probably left over from a recent ion storm that passed through the 

sector.  I’ll contact you again just before I land aboard the Dauntless.” 

 “Aye, Skipper.  We’ll see you soon.  Dauntless, out.” 

 Closing the subspace frequency, Koester turned his attention to piloting the runabout.  The Merrimack’s shudder 

had become a steady shake, occasionally strong. 

 “Computer, is there a less turbulent course I can alter to?” he asked. 

 “Ion interference increases between present location and destination,” replied the female-sounding voice of the 

runabout’s computer.  “Recommend altering course to 355 mark 9 to avoid the majority of interference.” 

 Koester entered the course change into the helm, turning the runabout slightly off its original track, which 

resulted in a subtle lessening of the shuddering for a moment, until suddenly the Merrimack shifted violently to port, 

almost tossing the captain out of the pilot’s seat. 

 “Warning!  Hull integrity down to eighty seven percent!” the computer exclaimed.  Koester hurriedly increased 

the hull’s integrity field before altering the runabout’s course once again.  He glanced up through the forward viewport and 

for a moment thought he saw a faint purple glow ahead of him.  He squinted his eyes to look again until another shock 

knocked the runabout to starboard. 

 “Warning!  Hull integrity down to seventy two percent!  Hull breach imminent!” 

 “Computer, shields to full!” Koester ordered.  “Divert life support to the SIF!” 

 “Power diverted to structural integrity field.  Hull integrity currently eighty five percent.” 

 Koester smiled to himself for a second before he suddenly felt like the runabout had been struck from behind, 

throwing him hard against the control console.  For a moment he thought he could hear air leaking out through one of the 

side hatches before another heave threw him against the starboard bulkhead and knocked him to the deck.  The captain 

groaned as he lost consciousness. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Koester awoke, feeling groggy.  He leaned up and looked around, realizing he was laying in one of the bunks in 

the rear of the runabout, but not sure how he got there.  He reached up to feel his head, which still hurt from hitting the 

console and then the deck, but found no evidence of a wound or any blood. 

 “Fleet Captain, are you still back there?” a voice said over the intercom.  Koester was surprised to hear it, having 

traveled from Risa alone.  Maybe someone from the Dauntless had rescued him, especially since the voice sounded 

familiar. 

 “I’m still here,” Koester replied as he rose to a sitting position on the bunk. 

 “We’re approaching the Providence,” the voice stated.  “I thought that you would want a good look.” 

 “The Providence?” Koester said to himself, confused, as he started walking forward.  Seconds later he emerged 

in the cockpit of the Federation runabout, surprised to see the familiar face of the man in the pilots seat. 

 “Blake?” Koester asked, recognizing Captain Blake Adams, the commanding officer of the Ericsson-class 

starship USS Providence, with whom Koester had worked during a special mission almost two and a half years earlier.  

Then he looked out the forward viewport, where the hull of an Intrepid-class starship was growing closer.  At first he 

almost though it was the Dauntless-74658. 

 Blake Adams turned from the controls to smile at the captain.  “What do you think?” he inquired. 

 “That isn’t the Dauntless!” Koester replied with a strange sense of Deja’Vu.  Adams looked at Koester, 

confused, before looking back at the starship they were approaching. 

 “No, sir.  It’s the Providence.” 

 The captain’s jaw dropped open with shock. 
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 Commander Melanie Leeson paced inside the turbolift.  She had mixed feelings about meeting Fleet 

Captain Koester.  She knew that he had saved his crew when his last command had suffered a warp core breach – no 

small task!  However, Leeson had also hoped that she would get this command.  After all, she had worked diligently 

to transfer from security to command grade, even tested higher than most on the bridge officer’s test. 

 The turbolift stopped, its doors parted.  Leeson exited the lift into the corridor that would lead her to the 

main shuttle bay.  She briskly walked toward the doors that opened at her approach.  She approached the young 

ensign on duty at the shuttle bay control panel.  “Report,” she said abruptly. 

 “Euphrates is on final approach to land,” the ensign replied. 

 “Directly in?” Leeson said with a touch of surprise.  “Most captains take the traditional tour around their 

new ship before they come aboard.”  Her comment was interrupted by a voice over the comm. channel. 

 “This is Lt Commander Blake Adams.  We’re prepared to dock.  And Fleet Captain Koester wants to speak 

with the command staff as soon as possible.” 

 The ensign entered commands into his keyboard.  “Bay doors are opening, sir,” he said.  “The tractor beam 

will lock onto you in 3 seconds.” 

 “I’m relinquishing control to you,” the faceless voice of Blake Adams announced. 

 The tractor beam came to life, grabbing the runabout.  Like a deep-sea fisherman who had snagged a 

Marlin, the beam slowly reeled in the small ship.  Almost immediately after the USS Euphrates touched down, the 

hatch opened, revealing Peter Koester.  He stepped onto the deck of the shuttle bay, noticing a woman in her mid-

thirties approaching from the front of the runabout. 

 “Welcome aboard, Fleet Captain Koester,” Leeson said as she offered her hand to shake, noticing with 

puzzlement as Koester unconsciously reached up to feel the five gold pips on his collar.  “Um… Would you like to 

settle into your quarters or take a tour of the ship first?” 

 “I need to see the command staff in the briefing lounge as soon as possible,” Koester replied. 

 “Er… Yes, sir,” Leeson replied, watching as Koester walked past her and out into the corridor.  She then 

glanced at Blake Adams, who simply shrugged his shoulders while flashing a silly grin at Leeson before following 

after Koester.  Leeson stood speechless staring after both of them as the door slowly slid shut. 

 

* * * * 

 

Personal log, stardate unknown: 

I have no clue what is going on?  Instead of the Dauntless, I find myself aboard the 

starship Providence.  Not the Ericsson-class scout vessel I briefly served aboard, spying 

on the Kairn several years ago, but her Intrepid-class variant predecessor.  Blake Adams, 

not a captain but only a lieutenant commander.  What has happened to me?  Am I truly in 

the past? 
 

 

 Koester walked into the briefing lounge on deck one, followed by Lt Commander Adams and Commander 

Leeson, where most of the Providence’s command staff were already gathered.  Koester recognized several of the 

officers present from his brief service aboard the Ericsson-class Providence.  Making his way toward the seat at the 

head of the table closest to the windows that overlooked the bow of the starship, the same chair he traditionally sat 

in when he commanded the Intrepid-class Dauntless so many years earlier, Koester noticed his own reflection in one 

of the deactivated monitor screens on the bulkhead.  He stopped, looking in amazement at the color of his hair, 



which while still showing subtle signs of grey was mostly brown in color, as he remembered it being a decade 

earlier. 

 “Fleet Captain Koester, your command staff,” Commander Leeson said as she introduced each member of 

the crew.  “Lieutenant Commander T’Les, senior science officer.  Lieutenant Mary Goodman, chief operations 

officer.  Her husband, James Goodman, ship’s counselor.  Lieutenant (junior Grade) Yoshi Nakamara, chief of 

security.  Doctor Janice Edwards, chief medical officer.  And Lieutenant Salesh K’Tok, our chief engineer.” 

 The engineer, who was of an alien species the captain did not recognize, looked at Koester with an 

expression of puzzlement, as if the new commanding officer was somehow not who or what he had expected. 

 “I called this meeting to discuss a personal problem with you,” Koester said without preamble.  “I’m not 

supposed to be here.” 

 “No, sir, we’re supposed to be on our way to Deep Space Nine to participate in a mission that could bring 

an early end to this war,” Commander Leeson responded. 

 “War?” Koester said, caught off-guard.  “What war?” 

 The crew looked at Koester as if he were insane before Adams, sounding sympathetic, replied, “The 

Dominion War, of course.” 

 “The Dominion War?” Koester said, almost whispering to himself.  “That was almost nine years ago.”  He 

then looked at Commander T’Les and asked, “What year is this?” 

 T’Les exchanged a glance with Commander Leeson before replying, “2375, sir.” 

 “2375!” Koester repeated wide-eyed.  “I’m definitely not supposed to be here.” 

 “What are you talking about, Captain?” Counselor Goodman asked with concern. 

 “This may sound strange to you, Counselor…  To all of you, in fact…  But I’m not supposed to be in 

command of the Providence.  I’m commanding officer of the Dauntless.” 

 “The Dauntless is gone, Captain,” Commander Leeson said.  “You managed to evacuate the majority of 

your crew before she was destroyed by a warp core breach.” 

 “That was in 2374.  In 2375 I assumed command of the new Dauntless.  Hull number NCC-75310.” 

 T’Les accessed one of the computer monitors on the side of the room, looking up Starfleet files. 

 “According to records, NCC-75310 is the USS Illustrious.  Sovereign-class starship.  Launched from 

Fleetyards, Vulcan ten months ago under the command of Captain Jonathan Mercer.” 

 Koester took a deep breath and sat in his seat before saying, “In my reality, I assumed command of that 

starship, which had been renamed Dauntless when the majority of my crew from the Intrepid-class starship were 

assigned to it.” 

 “In… your reality?” Lieutenant Goodman asked.  Koester nodded at the operations officer. 

 “Before arriving here, I was heading back to my ship in the year 2384.  Next thing I knew I was in the 

runabout with Cap... I mean, Commander Adams.”  It seemed to Koester like everyone around the briefing table was 

looking at him strangely.  Everyone, except Lieutenant Salesh K’Tok.  Koester looked at Adams, who still looked 

confused.  “Blake, how long have I known you?” 

 “We met when you beamed aboard the Euphrates,” Adams replied. 

 “Then how is it I know you’re fond of soft drinks?  You have a variety of soft drink patterns programmed 

into your replicator, and you’re particularly fond of a drink called Vanilla Coke.” 

 Adams could not hold back the look of amazement on his face.  He looked at Counselor Goodman and said, 

“It’s true.  In fact, just after we arrived aboard I reminded myself I need to get around to installing my programs in 

the replicator in my quarters.” 

 “Wait a second,” Doctor Edwards said, holding up her hands in a gesture of surrender.  “Are we really 

going to believe this?  That the captain is from some sort of alternate future?” 

 “It’s true,” said Salesh K’Tok.  Everyone in the room turned to look at the alien chief engineer. 

 “How can you be so certain, Lieutenant?” Mary Goodman asked. 

 “I just am,” Salesh replied. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “So who commands the Providence in your so-called reality?” Doctor Janice Edwards asked as she ran her 

medical tricorder over Koester’s torso.  Commander Melanie Leeson, who had been standing off to the side of 

sickbay, stepped closer to hear Koester’s reply, something the captain could not help but notice. 

 “Sorry, Commander, but it’s not you,” Koester said with a chuckle.  When Leeson gave him a puzzled 

expression, he added, “Your body language tells me you think you should be the one in command.  And I can assure 



you, it’ll happen someday.  Just not yet.”  He turned back toward Doctor Edwards and answered, “To answer your 

question, Doctor, I never met him personally, but if memory serves, his name is Robert Stuart.” 

 “Stuart?  The Republic’s first officer?” Leeson asked.  “He’s still assigned to the Republic as far as I know.  

Still doesn’t feel ready for a command of his own yet.” 

 “You would be surprised how many first officers share those same feelings,” Koester commented. 

 As Edwards continued her examination of the captain, Koester and Leeson continued to converse, until 

suddenly one of the readings on the tricorder drew the doctor’s full attention. 

 “This is interesting,” she said. 

 “What is it?” Leeson asked.  Koester leaned up, trying to see the tricorder readings in Edward’s hand. 

 “I’m detecting some unknown plasma residue permeating every one of the captain’s cells,” the chief 

medical officer said.  She took a quick scan of both herself and Leeson before adding, “…And it’s definitely not in 

us.” 

 “Could this… plasma… have anything to do with the captain’s supposed time-shift?” the first officer 

asked. 

 “It’s possible, I suppose,” Edwards replied.  “I’ll need to run more tests.” 

 Doctor Edwards collected several blood and skin tissue samples before allowing Koester to climb down off 

the exam table. 

 “Let me know if you come up with any new information, Doctor,” Koester said, turning to head out the 

door into the corridor, forcing Leeson to rush to keep up with him. 

 “In the meantime,” the first officer said as the two officers stepped into the nearby turbolift.  “We have a 

mission ahead of us.” 

 “Bridge,” Koester ordered to the turbolift control before turning to face Leeson.  “Yes, we have to find out 

what brought me here.  And discover a way to send me back where I belong, and hopefully restore this time-line.” 

 “No, Captain!  We need to get to the Bajor Sector,” Leeson implored.  “The mission we’re assigned can 

bring this war to an end.” 

 “Commander, look at this from my prospective,” Koester said as the doors of the turbolift opened and the 

two stepped out onto the bridge.  “Where I stand, the Dominion War ended nine years ago.  And it got much worse 

before it got better, including a direct attack on Earth by Dominion forces.  Billions were killed all over the Alpha 

Quadrant.  But to me, it’s the past.”  He stepped down to the command chair, looking at it wistfully for a moment 

before sitting down in it and tapping a series of coordinates into the panel between his and the first officer’s seat, 

“Now I need to get back to my own future.  Mister Adams, plot a course to the coordinates I just entered into the 

navigation system.” 

 “Captain, I must protest!” Leeson said, standing directly between Koester and the helm console.  Several of 

the bridge crew turned to watch the confrontation, including Blake Adams, who had just about finished plotting the 

new course.  “We can’t just disregard orders from Starfleet Command to traipse off on some personal mission…” 

 “Yes we can.” 

 The bridge was suddenly dead silent save for the occasional bleeps of the computer systems and the hum of 

dynoscanners.  Everyone’s eyes turned in the direction from which the voice had come, including Captain Koester, 

who turned around in the command chair to face the turbolift doors where the blue-skinned alien chief engineer 

Salesh K’Tok stood, looking directly at Commander Leeson. 

 “Excuse me, Lieutenant?” Leeson said, shocked. 

 “I said we can disregard Starfleet orders,” Salesh said, stepping down onto the lower deck with Leeson and 

Koester.  “Fleet Captain Koester speaks the truth.  He does not belong here.  He is not the promised one.  He cannot 

help, so we must help him.” 

 Leeson exchanged a confused look with Koester before looking back at the alien engineer. 

 “What do you mean the Fleet Captain isn’t the promised one?  Promised for what?” 

 “He is not the one who dreams of Derkha,” Salesh replied, still rather vaguely.  “So we must do everything 

we can to help him return from where he came and restore what should be.” 

 Leeson simply stared at the chief engineer, unsure what to say.  In that moment, Koester looked back 

toward the helm. 

 “Blake, have you plotted that course?” 

 “Yes, sir,” Adams replied. 

 “Ahead warp 8,” Koester ordered. 

 As Adams acknowledged the order and turned to execute it, sending the Providence into warp speed, 

Leeson quietly sat down in the seat next to Koester and asked, “Where are we going, Captain?” 



 “I was on my way back to Earth, less than an hour outside the Sol system, when whatever happened to me 

happened.  I want to go back there and see if we can detect anything that might give us some answers.  Maybe even 

send me back where I belong.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Approaching the indicated coordinates,” Adams announced.  Koester acknowledged the helmsman before 

turning toward the science console on the port side. 

 “Commander T’Les, scan the vicinity please.” 

 As the Vulcan woman acknowledged the order, Commander Leeson leaned toward the captain and asked, 

“What is it you’re hoping to find?  Even if what you’ve said is true, then anything you encountered would be nine 

years in the future.  What are the chances anything would be there now?” 

 “I know the odds are small,” Koester admitted with a gentle smile.  “But at least it’s doing something.  

Better than drifting around in deep space waiting for an answer to happen upon us.” 

 As the two senior officers talked, the turbolift opened and Doctor Edwards stepped out on the bridge, 

carrying a padd.  The attractive brunette medical officer stepped down to the middle of the bridge and handed the 

padd to the captain. 

 “I believe I’ve confirmed your fantastic story, Captain,” Edwards said.  “I ran further tests on the cell 

samples I collected from you earlier and I discovered something remarkable.” 

 As Doctor Edwards spoke, Koester glanced at the test results displayed on the padd.  Meanwhile 

Commander Leeson, who until that point was still unsure that what Koester had been saying was on the level, found 

herself listening intently. 

 “I detected an ion residue within the Captain’s cell structure.  I was able to re-create the interaction between 

the plasma traces and the ionic particles and what occurred amazed me.” 

 “What happened?” Leeson asked. 

 “It generated chroniton radiation, but of a type I have never seen.  I don’t think anyone has.” 

 “What do you mean, ‘of a type you’ve never seen’?” Koester asked, passing the padd over to Leeson. 

 “I mean it may not only have opened a tunnel through time, through which the Captain passed, but maybe 

even opened a door to another dimension,” Edwards replied.  “However it is Fleet Captain Koester came to be here, 

it’s true, he doesn’t belong here.  And I think we need to help him get back to where he belongs.” 

 “Thank you, Doctor,” Koester said.  “T’Les, let me know if you detect anything.  Commander Leeson, I’ll 

be in the ready room.  The bridge is yours.” 

 “Aye, Captain,” Leeson replied. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Come,” Koester said as the ready room door chime sounded.  The doors swished open to admit 

Commander Leeson.  Koester looked up from the computer monitor on the desk, flashing a half-smile at the first 

officer. 

 “Am I interrupting anything important?” Leeson asked as she stepped toward the desk. 

 “Just looking up some people I know, see what became of them in this reality,” Koester said, turning the 

monitor to face the commander.  On the screen was displayed the service record of Lieutenant Carrie Kloberdanz, 

assigned to the security division aboard the starship USS Hartford, a vessel Koester knew had been/would be 

destroyed at the Second Battle of Chin’toka.  “Nice to know my first officer back then, Virgil Kane, was still 

assigned as executive officer aboard the Daunt…  I mean, Illustrious.  Dar sent to the Gorkon.  Q went to the 

Lexington.  Chief Kyman retired.  I can’t even find where my operations manager Phillip went…  Almost like he 

disappeared after my court-martial.  As for everyone else?  It appears the entire crew were all separated in the 

months it took to settle the whole affair after the loss of the Dauntless-74658, spread throughout the fleet.”  Leeson 

noticed the sad expression on the captain’s face.  “I’m sorry, Commander, I’m being rude.  Can I offer you a drink?” 

 Leeson nodded and sat down on the nearby couch as Koester stood up and moved toward the replicator, 

ordering two cups of coffee before joining the first officer on the couch. 

 “You miss them, don’t you, Captain?” the first officer said, nodding toward the monitor on the nearby desk. 

 “Please, call me Peter,” Koester said. 

 “Only if you call me Melanie,” Leeson responded with a smile.  The captain returned the smile. 

 “How long have you been in Starfleet, Melanie?” Koester asked. 

 “Thirteen years,” Leeson replied, sipping her mug of coffee.  “Not counting the Academy.” 



 “Then I’m sure you’ll understand when I say, your crew becomes your family.  I’ve served with some 

members of my crew for more than a decade.  I’ve known others for even longer then that.  I know how they’ll react 

and they know they can trust me.  With few exceptions, I’m closer to my crew than I am to most of my blood 

relatives.  That’s why I need to get back where I belong.  As much as I’ve grown to like you, and Blake, and the rest 

of the Providence crew in the short time I’ve been here, I need to get home.” 

 “I understand,” Leeson said just before the intercom beeped. 

 “Captain, I believe I have found what you are looking for,” announced the voice of the science officer, 

T’Les.  Koester and Leeson exchanged a glance. 

 “We’ll be right out,” Koester said, quickly jumping to his feet and helping Leeson to her own before 

rushing back out to the bridge. 

 “What have you got, T’Les?” Koester asked, stepping over to the science console. 

 “Sensors are detecting an indistinct plasma field at bearing 022 mark 24, range nine million six hundred 

thousand kilometers.” 

 “Blake,” the captain said, turning toward the main viewscreen as if he could see the plasma field the 

Vulcan science officer had detected.  “Close on those coordinates, full impulse.” 

 “Aye, sir,” Adams responded, turning the Providence toward the indicated coordinates.  Several minutes 

later, the starship slowed in the vicinity of the plasma field. 

 “Hard to see,” Leeson remarked. 

 “Perhaps we can use a metreon burst to illuminate the field,” T’Les suggested.  “Like a dark matter 

nebula.” 

 “How long would that take to prepare,” Koester asked. 

 “Just a few minutes, Captain,” T’Les replied.  “We’ll need to modify a torpedo casing.  Mister Salesh and 

his engineering crew can handle the modifications.” 

 The captain nodded his head as he said, “Get it done.” 

 As T’Les and Leeson got busy coordinating the modifications for the metreon burst, an alarm sounded at 

the tactical console across the bridge.  Lieutenant Yoshi Nakamara reacted immediately. 

 “Captain, sensors are detecting several vessels on a near intercept course, speed warp five, closing fast.” 

 “Can you identify, Lieutenant?” Koester asked, stepping over to the command chair. 

 “Just a second, Captain,” Nakamara said, tuning the sensors to better identify the approaching starships.  

“Oh, hell!” 

 “What is it, Lieutenant?” Koester asked, the tactical officer’s remark having drawn the attention of the 

entire bridge crew.  The captain was afraid he already knew the answer. 

 “I’ve identified the approaching vessels.  They’re Breen warships, and on a direct course toward Earth.” 

 “The raid on San Francisco,” Koester said in almost a whisper. 

 “What?” Leeson asked with a tone of urgency as she sat in the chair next to Koester.  “Why would the 

Breen attack Earth?” 

 “You probably haven’t heard yet, but in the last half of 2375, the Breen allied themselves with the 

Dominion.  Several weeks before the end of the Dominion War, in my reality, the Breen launched a major attack on 

Starfleet Command and the city of San Francisco.  While most of the ships were destroyed by Starfleet and 

planetary defenses, the city and HQ both suffered major damage.  Hundreds were killed, particularly in the 

headquarters building at Horseshoe Bay.” 

 “We have to stop them,” Lieutenant Mary Goodman stated.  Commander Leeson turned to look at the 

operations officer. 

 “We’re a lone Intrepid-class starship.  Barely more than a science vessel.  What do you suggest we do, 

Lieutenant?” 

 “Red alert, man battlestations,” ordered Captain Koester.  As the lighting on the bridge shifted to red, the 

captain looked over at the science console and said, “Keep working on that metreon burst, Lieutenant.” 

 “The modifications are almost ready, Captain,” T’Les replied. 

 “Shields raised.  Ship is manned for battlestations, Captain,” Leeson reported. 

 Koester looked over at the first officer as he said, “I would prefer to avoid battle if I can, Melanie.  Who 

knows what will be the result of weapons fire in the vicinity of that plasma field?  But I’m not about to let the Breen 

just pass us by, especially if the result is I’m stuck in this reality.  I’m still a Starfleet officer, and I’m still going to 

defend the Federation.” 

 Koester ordered the Providence around to face the oncoming Breen vessels. 

 “Arm phasers and forward torpedo bays,” the captain ordered. 



 “Phasers and forward photon torpedoes armed and ready,” Nakamara reported.  “One Breen vessel has 

taken notice of us and is engaging.” 

 Before the captain could give another order, the Providence shook violently as the Breen opened fire with 

full disruptors. 

 “Shields down to eighty seven percent,” Nakamara reported. 

 “Adams, bring us around, keep the forward weapons trained on the Breen ship,” Koester ordered.  “Mister 

Nakamara, open fire.” 

 The tactical officer pressed the control that launched the two forward torpedo tubes at the retreating Breen 

warship before phaser beams lanced out from the emitters. 

 “Minor damage to their impulse systems,” Nakamara reported.  “They’re coming around again.” 

 “Keep firing,” Koester ordered. 

 The Providence shook again as she was struck by the Breen disruptors.  Sparks erupted from one of the 

consoles directly behind the captain’s seat. 

 “Shields down to fifty four percent.  Damage to secondary power distribution systems.  Breen ship is 

powering up another weapon,” Nakamara reported. 

 “Oh no,” Koester muttered.  “Mister Adams, get us out of here!” 

 “But, Captain, the metreon burst is almost ready,” T’Les said.  “If we warp away from here, we may not be 

able to locate the plasma field again.” 

 “If we don’t warp out of here, we may not be going anywhere ever again,” Koester said.  “The Breen have 

developed an energy damping weapon.  If they hit us with it, we’re dead in space.” 

 Adams rushed to try and get the Providence into warp speed before the Breen could lock their new weapon 

on the modified Intrepid-class vessel.  Nakamara launched several more photon torpedoes at the Breen, causing 

damage to the alien vessel’s forward section, but not enough to prevent the Breen from firing their secret weapon.  

The energy dissipator struck a glancing blow along the port half of the Providence’s hull, causing most of the ship’s 

systems to crash.  The lights on the bridge went dark. 

 “Lost power to warp and impulse systems,” Adams reported, pounding on the helm console in frustration.  

“All we have is thrusters, and only on the starboard side.” 

 “No power to phasers or forward torpedo bays,” Nakamara reported.  “I can still fire aft torpedoes, but only 

one tube is loaded, Captain.” 

 “Torpedo tube four is loaded with the casing modified with the metreon pulse,” T’Les said. 

 “We may not have a choice, Lieutenant,” Koester said.  “In this case, throwing a rock is better than 

throwing nothing at all.”  He then looked toward the tactical station, “Fire at your discretion, Lieutenant.” 

 As the Breen ship started to come around again, Nakamara launched the only weapon at his disposal, the 

modified torpedo casing.  The casing flew through open space, striking the Breen vessel close to its impulse engines.  

The torpedo exploded, enveloping the Breen ship in a cloud of metreon gas, which caused the Breen’s impulse 

engines to overload and explode. 

 “We did it!” Nakamara exclaimed, clapping his hands together once.  On the viewer, which collapsed into 

static periodically, the Breen ship exploded as its systems overloaded.  As the debris spread, Koester could not 

believe his eyes.  Right in the middle of the spreading wreckage, a familiar purple glow could be seen. 

 “The plasma field!” the captain explained. 

 “What’s causing the glow?” Leeson asked. 

 T’Les scanned the plasma field with the few sensors still at her disposal before turning toward the captain 

and saying, “The Breen energy weapon has energized the field with ion particles.  I’m detecting readings I have 

never encountered before.” 

 Leeson looked over at Captain Koester and said, with a gesture toward the screen, “Well, Peter, there’s 

your ride home.  Now what?” 

 “This is just a guess, but recreate the accident that brought me here as closely as possible?”  The captain 

then turned toward Lieutenant Goodman at ops.  “Does the main shuttlebay have power?” 

 “We can open the bay doors, but no power to the atmosphere retaining field.  We’re going to have to 

depressurize the bay in order to launch anything,” Goodman replied. 

 Koester stood as he said, “Have the deck crew ready the Euphrates, Lieutenant.”  He then placed his hand 

on Lt Commander Adams shoulder as he added, “Care to go for a little ride, Blake?” 

 “Looking forward to it,” Adams replied as he joined Koester en route to the turbolift.  Several minutes later 

both officers were aboard the runabout, warming up the small ship’s systems. 



 “Bridge to Euphrates,” said Commander Leeson through one of the monitors next to the pilot seat.  “We’ll 

be standing by here just in case this doesn’t work.”  The first officer paused for a moment before adding, “Good 

luck, Peter.” 

 “Thank you, Melanie.  We’re ready to launch.  Please don’t take this the wrong way, but I hope I don’t see 

you soon.  Euphrates, out.” 

 Koester could see Leeson laugh at his comment just before the monitor went dark.  Then the sounds around 

the runabout grew quiet as the air inside the shuttlebay was pumped out, replaced by the vacuum of deep space.  

Then, once the air was gone, the bay door slid upward and the faint purple glow of the plasma field could be seen 

just beyond the starship’s fantail. 

 “Are you ready, Captain?” Adams asked, looking over to where Koester sat in the co-pilot’s seat. 

 “Let’s do this, Blake,” Koester replied, prompting Adams to move the runabout out of the shuttle bay and 

toward the faintly glowing field. 

 “She’s sluggish,” Adams announced as he tried to keep the small vessel on course.  Koester could feel the 

ship shifting back and forth, like a boat trying to fight against a strong river current. 

 “Computer, boost the forward shields.  Increase the structural integrity field.  Use power from life support,” 

Koester ordered, prompting Adams to look over at the senior officer.  Koester looked back at the helmsman and 

said, “This is going to work, Blake.  And once it does, you won’t have to worry about life support anymore.” 

 “I’ll trust you on this one, Captain,” Adams said as the runabout started to shudder violently.  The two 

officer soon started having trouble holding onto their seats. 

 “Distance to plasma field, fifty thousand meters and closing,” Adams announced. 

 “Warning!  Hull integrity down to eighty four percent!” announced the runabout’s computer voice. 

 “Hold together,” Koester pleaded as he patted the bulkhead next to his head. 

 “Warning!” the computer started to announce again when suddenly the runabout rolled over, dropping 

Koester and Adams out of their seats as the lights went out. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Koester slowly returned to consciousness, moaning with the pain in his head. 

 “Are you alright, Captain?” a female voice said as arms helped him up into a seated position.  Koester 

opened his eyes to see Melanie Leeson kneeling in front of him.  Koester held the back of his head with his hand as 

he moaned. 

 “It didn’t work, did it?  I’m sorry, Melanie,” Koester said with a groan. 

 “What didn’t work?” Leeson asked.  “And how do you know my name?  Have we met before, Captain?” 

 Koester looked up, and for the first time noticed the blonde-haired man in the blue medical uniform 

running a medical tricorder over his head. 

 “Mild concussion,” Doctor Michael Keegan said.  “Nothing serious, but I would recommend his own CMO 

give him a full physical when he gets back aboard his ship.” 

 “Speaking of which,” Leeson said as the runabout’s transporter hummed to life and two people 

materialized on the platform.  Quickly Commander K’danz moved over to her captain while Doctor Justin 

MacMillan consulted with his colleague. 

 “Captain Melanie Leeson, USS Trailblazer,” Leeson said, offering her hand to K’danz.  “We had just left 

Utopia Planitia when we came across your runabout.” 

 “Commander K’danz, first officer, USS Dauntless.  Thanks for your help,” K’danz replied before turning to 

look at her captain.  “We started backtracking your course as soon as you were declared overdue.  Are you alright, 

Skipper?” 

 “A little worse for wear,” Koester replied, extending his arm for help getting to his feet.  Once standing, he 

looked at Leeson, noticing for the first time the four gold pips on her collar.  “I guess it did work after all.  And I 

told you you’d have a command of your own one day.”  At this comment Leeson looked even more puzzled. 

 “I’m sorry, Captain, but unless I’m mistaken, I don’t believe I’ve ever met you face to face before.”  Even 

K’danz looked confused. 

 “It’s a long story,” Koester finally said, just throwing his hands up in mock surrender.  “Exec, where’s my 

ship?” 

 “Right alongside the Trailblazer, Skipper,” K’danz replied, glad to get onto a new topic.  “Phillip’s 

preparing to bring the Merrimack back aboard by tractor beam.  Just waiting for everyone to beam back aboard.” 

 Koester turned back to face Leeson and her chief medical officer and said, “Can I show my appreciation for 

your help with a drink in our 10-Forward lounge, Captain?” 



 “I appreciate your offer, but we really have to get back to our assigned mission.  Can’t be ignoring Starfleet 

orders,” Leeson said with a smile before tapping her combadge.  “Leeson to Trailblazer.  We’re done here.  Stand 

by for two to beam back aboard.” 

 “Standing by, Captain,” replied the voice of Commander Shrev, the Trailblazer’s first officer. 

 “It was nice finally meeting you, Captain.  Maybe next time will be under better circumstances,” Leeson 

said to Koester as she offered him her hand.  Koester grasped the offered hand in his own. 

 “Thank you, Mel…  I mean, Captain,” Koester said, blushing slightly.  Leeson smiled before tapping her 

combadge once more. 

 “Trailblazer, Leeson.  Energize.” 

 As both Captain Leeson and Doctor Keegan dematerialized, Doctor MacMillan stepped over to Koester. 

 “We need to get you back aboard the Dauntless and give you a full workover, Cap’n.  Then probably a 

couple days rest.” 

 “Believe me, I’m ready for a little rest,” Koester said with a slight grin. 

 “But you just got back from vacation,” K’danz protested. 

 “You ever need a vacation to recover from a vacation, Exec?” the captain asked, to which K’danz nodded.  

“Well the vacation I just had was a doozy.  I’ll tell you all about it when I’m feeling better.” 

 K’danz shared a look of exasperation with Doctor MacMillan before tapping her combadge.  “Dauntless, 

three to beam aboard.” 

 

The End 

 

 

Author’s Note:  The inspiration for this story goes back more than a decade, back further than even the creation of 

the Dauntless herself. 

 

 Back when I joined the Navy, having left my NYC chapter USS Sarek to a new captain, I knew I would in 

time form a new fan club chapter wherever it was I would eventually be posted.  (At the time I entered Sub School, 

there was no guarantee I would remain in Groton, CT after graduation, so I had planned to wait for my permanent 

assignment.)  My intention at the time was to wait until my training was finished and then develop a new chapter 

and name it after whatever submarine I found myself assigned to.  However, a surprising amount of interest from my 

fellow Sub School students pushed my plans forward by more than a year and the ideas for what would eventually 

become the USS Dauntless NCC-74658, including the starship’s name and class, were settled on by my new crew 

and I in June 1995 with the chapter officially commissioned in June 1996. 

 

 Had I stuck with my original plan, waiting until after my first sea duty assignment, my fan club chapter 

would have been named USS Providence after the submarine Providence SSN-719, the Los Angeles-class fast-

attack sub to which I was assigned in December 1995. 

 

 More recently, I thought back to my original plan, wondering how the stories might have been different had 

we formed the starship Providence instead?  And having written a cross-over story with Cleve Johnson, author of 

the ‘To Boldly Go’ series (of which Star Trek: Providence is a part), I requested his permission to use his ship and 

characters to explore what might have happened had Captain Peter Koester been assigned to the Providence 

instead of the Dauntless.  I hope you found this tale entertaining. 

 

~The Skipper 


